
Let's explore....

The idea of flying is an exciting one, and lots of artists enjoy making art about flying and aeroplanes! Around

400 years before aeroplanes existed, artist and scientist Leonardo Da Vinci designed parachutes, helicopters

and even a flying machine! In 1908, Henri Rousseau was one of the first artists to paint scenes with bi-planes

and air ships in them, just 5 years after the first powered aeroplane flight. During the Vietnam War, in 1963, Roy

Lichtenstein painted a very famous comic-book style picture of a fighter plane firing a missile. 

 

Some art is even painted on to aeroplanes! Fighter pilots in the First World War painted NOSE ART onto the

outside of their aeroplanes (usually near the ‘nose’ or front of the plane). German pilots famously painted

mouths underneath the propellers of their planes. In 1984 Swindon artist Ken White created a giant painting

of a woman which you can now see on the side of every Virgin Airlines aeroplane around the world! In 2012,

artist Pascal Anson designed 9 British Airways planes that look like golden doves! Is it a bird or is it a plane?!

Thought Stop
Can you see the aeroplanes in the picture? How many are there?

The robots in the picture are SYMMETRICAL. What does that mean? What else is symmetrical?

Have you ever been on an aeroplane? What was it like?

Why do you think artists are so interested in flying and aeroplanes?

Next steps...
Maths and Design - Make a paper aeroplane! Or 10! Experiment with different designs – change the wings,

tail, size and materials. Measure your flying attempts and keep a record of the measurements. Which design

flies the furthest and why? Find lots of tutorials on Youtube.

English – Read the Greek myth of Icarus. Then have a go at writing your own story about flying.

Science – how do wings work? (https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvb76v4/articles/zbmkhbk)

History – explore the history of flying. Make a fact-file about your favourite aviator (person who flies). Find out

about: The Montgolfier Brothers, Amelia Earhart, and The Wright Brothers.

(https://www.theschoolrun.com/homework-help/history-of-flight)

English – write a set of instructions for new aviators explaining how to fly a plane or a flying machine of your

choice! Make sure you include how to prepare yourself and the plane for flight. Remember to start your

instructions with imperatives (commands) and make them short and simple. You might want to illustrate it.

Outdoors – make a kite from a carrier bag and fly it! (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIzJa4poU_c)
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Read                 U12s – 'Northern Lights’ by Philip Pullman – flying witches and a hot air balloon chase!

                                      U5s – ‘Peter Pan’ by J. M Barrie (Ladybird edition) Fly into NeverLand! 

Watch                                    ‘Chitty, Chitty, Bang, Bang!’ Adventures in a flying car!
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Aviation Art

At the age of 13, he started LIFE DRAWING (when you draw 

This picture is a PHOTO COLLAGE. It is made from lots of

pieces of different photos which are moved around and stuck

together in different ways. Bent makes these COLLAGES on a

computer (DIGITAL ART). The robots in the picture are 

This artwork is quite different from a lot of Bent’s art. He

usually prefers to paint or draw. He also likes photography

and PRINT-MAKING (making a copy of something by 

Bent makes lots of art about aeroplanes. He became

interested in flying as a child. His Dad worked at Croydon

Airport and flew model aeroplanes as a hobby. Bent and his

brother liked to chase and fetch them! Bent joined the Air

Cadets and his brother went into the R.A.F (Royal Air Force).

Have a look at some of Bent’s other aviation (flying) art on

Google image search.

Bent finds ideas for his art by travelling all over the world. He

likes to spend time drawing in all the places he visits. Don’t

forget to take your sketchbook on your next holiday!

                       David Bent was born in 1950. He has lived in 

           Swindon for 25 years. As a child he loved to watch birds

flying and from the age of 6 he began to draw them 

regularly. He still has his books of bird drawings!

a real person in front of you). It taught him to look really 

closely at a SUBJECT (the person or object you are drawing).

called AERObots because the photos he has used are of the

wings and noses of aeroplanes. Clue: turn the page round!

putting ink onto it and pressing it onto a piece of paper.)
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Make a PHOTO-COLLAGE! If you’re lucky enough to have access to a camera and computer, have a go at

taking your own photos and creating a DIGITAL PHOTO COLLAGE. Have a look at some of David Bent’s other

PHOTO-COLLAGES for inspiration. (http://davidbentstudio.com/gallery/about-looking-2.html)

Have a go at a paper COLLAGE. Cut out images or TEXT (words) from old magazines, newspapers,

packaging, or leaflets. Arrange the pieces on some paper and stick them down. You could even try using old

TEXTILES (material) or natural materials from the garden. Make sure you ask permission first!

Design your own flying machine or create your own robot family! You could draw, make a PHOTO-

COLLAGE, or try making them out of recycled materials like toilet rolls and yoghurt pots.

Imagine you are a bird flying in the sky, or a pilot in a plane. Draw what you see when you look down.

Swindon Museum and Art Gallery 
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www.swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk

Try it at home!

David Bent made this fun photo-collage in 2006.

Bent was ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE for the

Red Arrows in 2007. This means he was

their chosen artist and made lots of art for

them about aeroplanes and the things

that the Red Arrows do. Lots of places and

organisations have ARTISTS IN

RESIDENCE, from football clubs to hotels!

These artists make art inspired by the

place or the work of the organisation.


